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Introduction
On September 22, 2016, Birth Justice workers, advocates and activists from around the country came together
at the Ancient Song Doula House in Bed-Stuy Brooklyn, NY, to share their work, their visions, their challenges,
their victories with one another, and to create a common definition of Birth Justice. National Advocates for
Pregnant Women and Ancient Song Doula Services sponsored and hosted this “encuentro”, with the intention
to solidify and strengthen the movement for Birth Justice. Four Americas Consulting was hired to facilitate the
convening, and to incorporate creative expression and celebration into a day of sharing, working, conversation,
and building.
The following are highlights and takeaways from the day.
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collectively Creating the Space
Offering of Group Agreements
Introductions: Who we are
Doodle Project: Candle Decoration
Circle of Work and Vision around Birth Justice
Accompanied Gallery Crawl: Visions and Definitions
Elements that Comprise Birth Justice: A Collective Brainstorm
Lunch
Victory Love Line
Aligning Birth Justice: Values, Challenges and Solutions
Open Conversation
Next Steps
Closing
Evaluation

Special thanks to all invited who could not physically attend, for your continued commitment to birth
justice.
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Elements that Comprise Birth Justice: A Collectiv

Following an activity in which participants were asked to design and share their current work as well as their vision for
,elements they believe comprise Birth Justice. They then broke up into 4 groups, and silently assembled and categorize
Finally, the two groups joined to be one group and the following diagram represents the final assembly of the elements
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e Brainstorm

Birth Justice, we all engaged in a Collective Brainstorm. Folks were asked to silently write down all the
d their elements. Silently, the groups joined to make 2 groups, and they continued to assemble their brainstorms.
that make up Birth Justice, according to all the participants of the encuentro.
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Elements that Comprise Birth Justice: A
Collective Brainstorm
Education:
Sexual health education in primary school and college
Being well informed and educated
Holistic, comprehensive sexuality education K-12
Anti-racist education of providers
Cultural competency in health education
Cultural competency
Healthy birth outcomes
Advocacy/activism
Policy:

Money
Public health policy
Free doulas financed by Medicaid
Affordable childcare
Policies that make more sense
Maternal/paternal leave
Low cost day care
Contraception accessibility
Excellent care regardless of income
Doulas

Financial and physical access to care
Abortion access
Access to full spectrum, comprehensive care
throughout life span and options about what
care to access and when
Simultaneous dismantling of the PIC and all
institutions of racist marginalization
No state violence
Race/gender equality
Equity within healthcare systems and beyond

Self Determination:
Your birth
Voice
Freedom to decide
Human rights
Dignity
Knowing your rights
Autonomy
Knowing its yours
Having others respect it
Self-determination around birth decisions
Love
Choice
No fear
Expression
Art
Autonomy
Free will
Taking people seriously
Taking seriously the health impacts of
racism and discrimination
Self-awareness and education
Freedom

Control of body
Body autonomy
No shame around breastfeeding
Empowered
History
Fulfilled
History
Control of body
Amor
Patient perspectives are valued and drive
care
Being treated with dignity and respect
Openness
Human rights
Health and survival:
Health defined by individual and communities
Equitable outcomes
Efforts to achieve positive outcomes don’t
come at cost of human rights/removal of
decision-making
Dismantling white supremacy

Elements that Comprise Birth Justice: A Collective Brainstorm Cont.
Care:
Entitlement to health care
Follow-up care
Care in your community
Birth as a medical and cultural experience
WOC providers
Community supports
Care that meets unique patient needs
Care for the whole person
Provider to patient match
Racial/reproductive discrimination eliminated
Woman-centered care
Valuing indigenous tradition and wisdom

Person:

Basic needs met:
Food/shelter/water/safety
Evidence-based
Anti-hierarchical medical care
Diversity
Stillbirth support
Reassurance
Patient-centered care
Postpartum depression
Queer/trans birth
Centering the person and their desires

Soul
Mind
Spirituality

Medical Providers of Color:
DCFS workers
Midwife
Medical social workers
Doulas
Nurses
Medical interpreters

CPM’s
Doctors
Anti-oppression
Midwifery model of care
Full spectrum doulas

Community:
Community support
Resources
Community power
Rehab and care for negative birth outcomes
Centering women of color and other marginalized groups
Safe spaces
Family and community oriented
Valuing cultural traditions and wisdom
Racial equity
Village (family)
Community
Family centered
A commitment to invest in every Black child to
survive and thrive into adulthood
Valuing the knowledge of pregnant people
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Aligning Birth Justice: Values
In small groups, participants discussed some of the values that inform birth justice. This is
a compilation of what they listed
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•
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Knowledge
Empowerment
Education
Values
Self-determination
Autonomy
Respect
Dignity
Support
Environment/healthy communities
Anti-oppression in various forms
Access and options
Advocacy (self)
Mental health challenge
Support
Whole body wellness
Family centered
Freedom
Equity
Bodily autonomy
Informed consent
Respect
Birth without fear or violence
Right to support
Healing
Love
Choice—where to give birth/how to
give birth
“Generativity”: creating new things,
visioning beyond what we know
Valuing ancestral wisdom
Reclaiming ancestral wisdom
Representation
Sexual and Reproductive Justice
framework
Full spectrum care
Accessibility
Resources
Autonomy
Accountability
Free Will
Respect for Tradition
Honoring Culture
Self-Determination
Equality

•
•
•

Justice
Self-Care
Community/Unity

Aligning Birth Justice: Limitations,
Challenges, and Threats
In small groups, participants discussed some of the limitations, challenges and threats within the
birth justice movement. This is a compilation of what they listed

Aligning Birth Justice: Limitations,
Challenges, and Threats Cont.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capitalism
White supremacy
Commodified Health Care
Misogyny
Lack of platform for voices
Exhaustion
Lack of accountability
Low funding
Insufficient Public Health education
Modern medical model
Gender
Data Collection
Medical industrial complex
Provider/doula divide
Racism (institutional, all levels)
Professionalization of doulas
Ageism—youth being left out/stigma/shame for
young parents & older parents
Professionalization of midwifery
Funding
Competition between organizations and
between trainings
Lack of awareness in communities
Lost oral history
Language used—“doula”
Should be calling ‘birth justice’ vs. reproductive justice—value with defining separately vs.
working within
Push back from people who’s birth and
parenting different than info we advocate for
Shame
Connection between BJ and oppression
Lack of shared vision
Acceptance/acknowledge that BJ is important
Relevance to community
Boundaries (difference) between BJ and RJ
frameworks
Ambiguity of definition
Lack of political support
Society
Social economic disadvantages
Lack of education/awareness
Isms (ethnicity/location)
Access

•
•
•
•

Awareness (unaware)
Apathy/unapologetic
Generational cycles/chains
Policies
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Aligning Birth Justice: Solutions
In small groups, participants discussed some of the solutions to the limitations,
challenges and threats that they identified. This is a compilation of what they listed
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Aligning Birth Justice: Solutions Cont.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention (social determinants,
discrepancies, policies)
Younger generation
Knowledge/education, teaching
CHWs (Community Health Workers)
Pyramid laws
Revolutionary changes
Advocacy
Financial recognition (awareness of
grants/donations)
Awareness/education—women knowing
about their bodies
Cultural shift
Educating young women
Strategic alignment and collaboration
Clarity
Dialogue and visibility
Connect with Black “elites”
Power imbalances
Faith based groups
Provider “doula” training
Community gatherings to share info,
build communities
Starting education earlier about bodies
and reproduction
More conferences like this—community
building
Collaborative leveraging of funds
Larger messaging/info share—personal
birth stories, storytelling in general.
Emphasize and centralize birth and parenting in RJ without coining new term
Being intentional about not being anti-choice
Education for birth workers, individuals
Invest/divest
Free/universal health care
ID policy around racial discrimination
Increase inclusiveness of BJ framework
Insurance coverage of doula care and/
or midwives

“The solution has to be from the
heart, not from the head .”
Why are we doing the work? Why
do we care about birth justice?
Who are the people who would
benefit? Identify that population,
then find them, and ask them.
Bring them into the conversation.”
Abigail
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Highlights from Open Conversation
Birth Justice and the Reproductive Justice Movement: Is Birth Justice part of or apart from Reproductive
Justice? The day culminated in an expansive, participatory conversation, that brought into the present everything that folks had done, explored or discovered throughout the course of the day. The following are highlights
from that conversation.

Internal vs. external perceptions; “birth justice” being perceived as anti-choice.
Latona
Birth justice and reproductive justice as both “parallel and very different.”
“It seems that reproductive justice has become synonymous with just abortion.”
May not be intentional—but that is the association for a lot of people.
Coming up with a definition of birth justice could be “beneficial to the movement.”
Chanel
Intention of RJ was to bring women of color into the movement and bring many things together,
highlighting the issues that intersect with the sexua and reproductive health of WOC.
Maybe we need to identify “why it’s being co-opted and why it’s being used in a way it was not
intended” “…creating a new term won’t necessarily (solve the problem).”
Pérez

Attempts to have birth justice conversations in RJ spaces, experiences resistance.
Chanel
Brings up potential perception issue of
“conflating birth justice with ‘natural birth
advocacy’.”
Brings up the idea of making “…it more
clear that birth justice is about holding
people where they are, whatever their
values, ensuring that their birth experience
is the right one, what feels safe for
them/appropriate for them.”
Farah

“White-dominated organizations
pushing abortion access for women
of color as the be-all end-all of family
planning needs.”
Marcella

Idea of birth justice being conflated with white middle class women, “big barrier to the perception of
what it is”
Chanel
“How did we reproduce the oppressive norms that we’re fighting against, within our own RJ circles?”
Janvieve
“Why are we doing the work? Why do we care about birth justice? Who are the people who would
benefit? Identify that population, then find them, and ask them. Bring them into the conversation”
Abigail
Brings up birth conferences being predominately white. Simultaneously, RJ spaces dismissing birth
justice topics.
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Not waiting anymore—creating spaces!
Chanel
“in articulating our values, we also articulate who we are allied with.”
Gave an example in Louisiana: legislative hearing about shuttering of birth centers and legislative
hearing about shuttering of abortion clinics on same day, experienced that “RJ” people only go to the
abortion hearing.
Latona
“When did the conversation shift to RJ folks not being a part of this piece/being separate from this?
The way I see it is RJ is part of the full-spectrum piece.”
Tiffany
“If you are a woman of color-centered organization, how can you leave birth justice out? We do not
live one-issue lives.”
“As women of color, we have to say ‘we don’t live just abortion lives, we live full spectrum lives’.”
Leah
Brings up issue of funding, “most organizations that are backed by white feminists have the most
funding.”
“The separation comes with intersectionality—we don’t have the same struggles as the people who
have the most funding.”
“That’s where birth justice came from.”
Efe
“Marginalized in bringing up birthing.”
“…we have to be really clear about what birth justice is (and we’re clear), we also need to make
sure that RJ is clear.”
“This (birth justice) is part of it (RJ)—just a marginalized part of it.”
Janvieve
In her work, she could get funding/lots of grants for abortion projects, but almost none for birth
projects.
Chanel
Concerned with how we are framing birth justice: as a separate entity or within the framework of RJ?
“Concerned that separating it puts us into this cycle of creating something every few years.”
Briana

“Reproductive Justice is ours, even though
it’s been co-opted, why is it that we have to
create a new term?”
Briana

Brings up the “spectrum of care that women of color need when it comes to…family planning.”
White-dominated organizations pushing abortion access for women of color as the be-all end-all of
family planning needs.
Marcella
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“Idea of coming at this from a reclamation perspective.”
“We are not trying to slice, we are trying to unfold—if RJ encompasses these areas of deciding to
birth, deciding not to birth and parenting, maybe it’s unfolding what the birth piece of it is.”
“Entirely possible that response from the RJ movement as a whole will say ‘yes this is a part of this’.”
Farah
“The traditional repro actors have gotten to the place where they recognize that they do in fact have
to have women of color involved in the conversation.”
“They adopt the name, adopt the concept—but can’t execute it because the representation isn’t there”
“Repro has adopted the word ‘justice’…but it hasn’t gotten there.”
“RJ has the potential to better represent and embrace birth justice—the basic framework and the
values are there…”
Pilar

Is there a community nationally?
“people are trying to find each other,
support each other…not reinvent the
wheel over and over again.”
Pérez
There are certain regions that have
more support than others—the South
needs more support.
Nikia

“We are not trying to slice, we are
trying to unfold—if RJ encompasses
these areas of deciding to birth, deciding not to birth, and parenting, maybe
it’s unfolding what the birth piece of it
is.”
Farah

Idea of “two-prongs/networks”:
“one prong: education within RJ (developing a toolkit just for that—something along the lines of BJ
within RJ, what does it mean?…reach people where they are, not where we want them to be).”
Create a card in clinics, so people can know of different legitimate/good resources.
Also can be a resource for those within RJ to go to contact folks.
Second prong:“…Honoring the women who came together and envisioned RJ—we are being progressively active in making the changes we need to make, so that RJ does not become easily co-opted by others.”
Chanel
“What conversations do we need to be having and with whom?”
“Creating a strong vision for what that re-expansion and that unfolding looks like.”
Elizabeth
“How are we leveraging what’s already happening within the movement?”
Tiffany

Full Spectrum Doula Network—Existing resource meant to connect people doing this work.
Pérez
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“Providing support to workers and to families”
“There needs to be a coalition” “and there needs to be a way to access resources…easily”
Marcella
“Who is doing the work and what do they have to contribute to this definition?
Bringing in the folks that are not represented here…”
Farah
“Working group should have regional representation”
Ensure “that those people are in communication with the people in their region”
Latona
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Take Aways from the Conversation
1.We want to:
a. Build and Strengthen a Coalition/Network of folks working in Birth Justice
b. Unfold Birth Justice back into Reproductive Justice
2. Work to be done:
a. Creating a clear and expansive definition of Birth Justice for:
i. Attracting, aligning and strengthening our internal network
ii. Educating RJ greater movement about what role Birth Justice plays in it.
b. For Coalition/Network Building:
i. Assessing needs of/around BJ, what actually are they? More in depth conversation. Analysis to
create vision
1. Looking at what exists already (resources, networks, toolkit for young people, etc.)
2. Doulas & Midwives as advocates in BJ
3. A way for workers to easily access resources
ii. Find/evolve or create multilingual resource to disseminate (clinics, organizations,
communities, etc.)
c. For Reclaiming/Re-occupying Reproductive Justice:
i. BJ within RJ toolkit/training, etc.
ii. Conversations to be had—What are they? With who?
Immediate Next Steps: Workgroup to...
a. Collect info from our networks about who they know of who is doing BJ work.
b Disseminate info about this and our desired effort to the expanded network to be able to participate in
workgroup.
c. Draft initial expansive definition of BJ and initial outreach materials 1) for Community and 2) to RJ
Movement.
d. Identify next steps.
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